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Unlike a relational database, which makes use of multiple tables and relations, a flat file database stores 
data in a single table. Flat file databases are generally in plain-text form, where each line holds only one 
record. The fields in the record are separated by delimiters such as tabs and commas. 

Flat file database tables can be set in various application types, including HTML documents, simple word 
documents, or worksheets in spreadsheet applications. The tables can be sorted based on column values. 
These tables serve as a solution for simple database tasks. The flat file design puts all database information 
in one table, or list, with fields to represent all parameters. A flat file may contain many fields, often with 
duplicated data that is prone to data corruption. 

If you decide to merge data between two flat files, you need to copy and paste relevant information from 
one file to the other. There is no automation between flat files. For example, if two or more flat files 
contain client addresses and a client moved, you would have to manually modify the address parameters in 
each file that contains the client's information. Changing information in one file has no bearing on other 
files. 

Flat files offer the functionality to store information, manipulate fields, print or display formatted 
information, and exchange information with others, through email and over the Internet. Some flat files 
may be attached to external files, such as text editors, to extend functionality and manage related 
information.
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A flat file database is simpler and less expensive to use. It fits the needs of many small businesses and home 
users.

A flat file has many limitations because it contains ALL data in ONE table. Here are some more 
disadvantages of flat file databases:

• No support for multi-user access

• Limited to smaller databases

• Limited functionality

• Integrity issues

• No security

• No backup and recovery

• No protection for data in concurrent access
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The slide example shows how the details of books and authors are stored in a single table. Notice that both 
the details for the books and authors are stored in this single table, and there is a repetition of values.  
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